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WilmerHale Partner Jonathan Yarowsky was included in the "Top Lobbyists 2013" listing recently

published by The Hill newspaper. For nearly a decade, The Hill has released an annual "Top

Lobbyists" list recognizing the top players in Washington who "are working day in and day out to

influence federal policy." Those included on the list are recognized for having "risen to the top" of

their profession.

Yarowsky has frequently been included in past "Top Lobbyists" annual listings and this year was

named to the "hired gun" category. The Hill identifies "hired guns" as those who have "proven to

clients that they can shape the agenda on Capitol Hill."

Yarowsky joined WilmerHale in 2013 to further expand the firm's public policy and government

relations capabilities as a member of the  firm's Strategic Response Group. He provides strategic

advice to clients in an array of areas including antitrust, telecommunications policy, intellectual

property, and administrative practice and procedure.
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